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NEW MEXICO LOBO•

By Paul Couey
LOBO Sports Editor
One basketball arena, 11 playing fields, a baseball field with
2,000 sea.ts, two football fields
·
with 1,000 seats . . .
'rhese are just a few of the
new facilities that a.re now under
construction on the south part of
the UNM campus. The majol'ity
of the facilities will be ready by
the fall semester.
"
The la1·gest project is the new
15,000 seat basketball arena
which is now, as of Ma1•ch 1, 14
per c.;nt complete, according to
M. F. Fifield, UNM's physical
plant director.
"It's. on schedule." Fifield said,
and there will be no seat at which
now." The tresses hold up the
huge roof that comes down tQ
g1·ound level on the arena. All
seats will be below ground level
an dthere will be no seat at which
there is not an unobstructed view
of the playing floor.
But the arena is not the only
project of interest that is making
the area one of great activity and
change. Eleven playing fields have
been laid out and have been serviced so that sprinkling systems
are in now.
Two of the playing fields fielda
will be available for UNM varsity
football teams only. They are located directly south of the regular University Stadium field.
Other fielsd include areas for
soccer, track and field events
pra.ctice baseba.ll field, intramurai
,elds and the regular baseball
field. The 11 fields embrace 30
acres of fenced turf according to
reports in the November issue
of Professional Engineer which
dedicated a. whole magazine to the
construction on the UNl'rf campus.
The article on the new south
campus athletic facilities notes
the major changes which will
happen when New Mexico moves
its facilities from Johnson Gym
to the south campus:
1-By separating Athletics and
Physical Education, both departments will be given sole possession to space they sorely need and
deserve for their separate programs. •
2--The removal of game traffic
from the already saturated and
overloaded main campus will be
a lifesaver.
3-Adequate parking for the
concentration of larger crowds
coming to intercollegiate events
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It's been reported that several
student government leaders are
wearing metal taps on their !!hoes.
Their slogan .. , "We'd .rather click
than fight!"

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTHYEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

can be provided where land prices
make it possible to secure acreage needed.
Fifield said that the reason
the grass has not yet been planted
is because they have been waiting
for "Jlydro~Mulcher" which the
new golf course personnel had
been using·. The nmlcher plants

AAUP Meeting
An open meeting of the UNM
chaptel' of the American Association of University Pl·ofessors,
Tuesday, April 5, at 4 p.m., will
feature the candidates for the
coming New Mexico- gubernatorial
election. The subject fOl' discussion will be Higher Education in
New Mexico. The meeting will be
held in the Union l'heatre, Al1
members of the UNM faculty and
staff are invited to attend.

PSK Candidate

grass at a high rate of speed.
One of the newest and most
unique innovations the fields will
have is the automatic sprinkling
system of which Fifield says,
''The golf course with all of its
new innovations doesn't even have
thEr things this system has."
By "things" Fifield was referring to the automntic shutoff and
turn on features the system had.
"If," he said, "the wind is too
strong or it has. just rained, the
system has been programmed to ·
shut down automatically. ·we can
also set it for the length of tilne
we want to water the gras~."
So, not only will varsity basketball teams be playing in a new
arena next season, but the va1·sity
teams in baseball, track, and football will have new facilities.

louis Vrattos
Jewelers

SOUTHWEST

WATCHES-- GIFTS
DIAMONDS
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DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS & FACULTY

Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity
has announced that David Prillips
·will be its representative in running for "King of Hea1·ts."

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER ANO
LIGHTER REPAIR
'
200 THIRD NW
247-8219
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Expert on Swiss and
American Watches
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Creative writing awards will be given by the English Department for manuscripts on poetry, plays, essays and short &tories,
Four awards will be given.
·
1. Kappa K!lppa Gamma Alumnae Memorial P:d,;i:e. A prize of
$25 will be given for a single poem or a group of poems.
2. Kappa A1pha Theta Awards. Two prizes, one of $15 and the
other of $10, will be given for individual poems or groups of
poems.
One-Act Play
3. Phi Sigma Kappa Playwriting A ward. For the best one-act
play thc1·e will be a prize of $35.
4. Lenna M. Todd :Memorial P1·izes. Three prizes will be given
for short -stories or narrative sketches. First prize is $50; second,
$.25; ana third, $15, .
Chairman for the contests, Professor Gerald Graff said that
an essay describing New Mexico would be good for the narrative
sketch catagory.
Graff's co-chairman Diane Casey, editor of the Thunderbird,
will publish the winning entries in the Spring issue of the Thunderbh·d.
Only Undergraduates
Only undergraduates are eligible to enter. All entries must be
typed and double-spaced and delivered to the Department of
English office, room 102, Bandelier Hall, on or before Monday,
April18.
Winners will p1·obably be announced at the Honors Assembly,
April 28. Complete contest rules may be picked up in Graff's
office, Bandelier 212, Extension 4029.
"Student response has been greater every year~" Graff said.
He encourages all interested students to enter.

SAVE ON
GAS

By CHUCK NOLAND
than his predecessors, because
LOBO Staff Writer
they couldn't understand the posMan must realize the meaning sible consequences of their acof and act to change the condi- tions when they acted."
tions toward which our urban,
Society Shuns Equilibrium
technological society is moving,
Dr Sears drew several analogies
Dr. Paul Scars, professor emeri- from science to support his argutus at Yale University, told a tnents. One was used to point out
group of about 40 people in the that in nature almost every sysGeology lecture hall last night.
tem seeks an equilibrium, while
• "No society's population has - our urban societlr docs not.·
ever increased without that so"I know of nothing in nature
ciety's having to con1e to terms that compares to a great urban
with its environment and its lim- center to today, where materials
itations," Dr. Sears said in the are taken, processed, and then
last of thre lectures sponsored dispersed rather than centralized,"
jointly by the anthropology and he said. "This differs from a natural system which centralizes the
biology departments.
products of the materials it
1\lan Needs Perspective
He said that man can gain per- uses," he also said.
Men Tolerate Inconvenience
spective from which to see his
He illustrated this point by
environment by stpdying history
and he can gain valuable insight showing the problem faced by Deby drawing analogies from sci- troit when waste materials from
factories upriver from the port
ence.
"We're partners in a system clogged the ship cahnnel, causwhich was in operation long be- ing the city to spend the equivafore we came her," Dr. Sears lent of a $300 tax on every ship
said to emphasize the need for coming inti p01•t to keep the
historical perspective. In support channel open to shipping. He said
of the study of science, he said, that we have become dedicated to
""Modern man with science at his our technology that we tolerate
disposal has the means to under- . situations like that rather than
stand his actions and their mean- try to change them,
"As a simple example, consider
ing. He is then in a worse spot

HIGHEST OCTANE AVAILABLE

Hold your cool with Hamm'a

No Sweat

T-shirts & sweat shirts

CL!l-SSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

Election Procedures
Formulated by Court:

FOR SALE
1960 VOLKSWAGEN sedan, :radio & Heater, extra shnrp throughout. mechanicalJysound.. Priced under average retail Call
Scotten;. office 242·8051 or home AL 68974, 3/28, 30, 4/4, 5.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
rates to UNM students on all machines
Free pickup & delivery, E & E Typ.;

Get
closer
with a

writer Service. 221:7 Coal SE, phone

243-0588.
PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
and restyling. Sewing nrtd mending~ Mrs

Hov~r. 207 Stanford SE (close to Uni:

versity), phone 242-7533.

HONDA
/

$3 50
•
ea •
or 2 for
$6.00

Get your order in for one or more of these
all-cotton pullovers. Sweat shirts available in
either long or short sleeves. ,3 designs to choose
from.
Delivery within 10 days.

Order from: LITTLe SISTERS OF MINERVA

Chri.ay Mea~es, 4608 Hannelf NE, Albuquerque:
lhdreate desogn & srte (M,l,XL) Include payment with order.
,c/o

l.

!":
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$34,569 Budgef QkClY~~, ,.
For Council Expenditures
Student Council last night approved the 1966-67 ASUNM budget. The $2()1,809 budget recommended by Council \viU be considered by Student Senate today.
Largest allocations in the budget are $58,000 to Publications
Board, $34,569 to Student Council, and $21,000 to Cultural Committee.
Intramurals Included
After some debate Council recommended an allocation of
$14,741.74 to Intramurals. "They
are going to get the money
whether we give it to them or
not," Treasurer Dan Denni:mn
said. "I don't think we're going
to have anything tp say even with
the Intramural Board," he said
regarding the operations of the
intramurals program.
Councilman Jim .McAdams replied, "If we contribute to stu.dent-faculty recreation we'll have
some say about gripes that arise.

Intramural Board will be able
to handle these things."
Poll on Yell Leaders
Council recommended a zero
allocation to the Yell Leaders
and has proposed to Senate that
a student opinion be taken to
determine .student attitudes toward the cheer leading group.
In other business Council transferred $230 from the defunct People to People program to the F()reign Student Committee.
Summer Projeet
Council allocated $295.79 from
the Student Council Fund to the
NSA Tutorial Project .. The funds
will be used to pay the secretary
of a summer tutorial project
planned by NSA.
John Thorson, director of the
project said the project would
reach 6 Oto 70 school children. In
addition to academic tutoring the
youngsters will be taken on tours
of Albuquerque museums, the zoo,

~

,

. .I •.

h

and other sites of interest, Thor.; 1:
son said.
'·
Phyllis Mosley has been ap" ,
pointed to the Free University"·
Committee.

Germon Colleges
Give Scholarship

A scholarship to enable the
American engineering student to
study in West Eerlin is being
offered ·by three German colleges
in the memory of John F. Kennedy.
This scholarship for the academic year 1966-67 is being given
through. the United States National Student Association.
Dilferent Areas of Study
The candidate may study civil
engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, or industrial engineering while in West
Berlin.
The scholarship provides for
"
.
round
trip transportation from
areas, and that many persons lose
New
York,
remission of tuition
their sense of identity when they
and
fees,
insurance,
a monthly
cannot be absorbed by the system.
stipend
for
living
expenses,
and
"People have to learn to see
money
for
incidental
expenses.
what's happening right where
To be eligible for this scholarthey live and take action enlist- ship,
the candidate must have
ing a '\vide range of talent at the completed
his third or fourth year
local level," Dr. Sears said. "It in an American
curcan't be delegated to a central riculum, he mustengineering
be 26 yeins of
a.uthority," he also said, "because age or under, a'nd be must have
a central authority can't sec lQea\
practical work experience in bi&
problems.''
field.

Sears Calls for New Altitudes

4 lme ad., .65~-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
mus~ be. subm1tted by noon on day before
pubbcabon to Room 159, Student Publications .Building, Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.

PERSONALS
FLYING .students check our new lower
rates. Ask about the $5.00 introductory
offer, Many additional features at no
extra c~st. Call Southwestern Skyways.
FinST ANNIVERSARY SALE
GRESHAM'S HOUSE OF HALLMARK
3501 Lomas NE. HALLMARK Chrilltm..:
Greeting Cards, Religious & Dol< Cards,
G1£t Wrap & numerous other itelll8', 'Friday April lst & Sat. April 2nd only,
3/30, 3!, 4/1.
LOST&FOUND
LOS'l'-a brown Wallet. on March 16 or
17. It has very important papers and
J.D.'s for Dill Wiley. $5 reward. Return to
office at Onate Hall. 3/2o, 28, 30, 31.
MINIWI:ved muskrat siAlic lost at Engf.
neer's. Ball. May have been picked Up by
mistake as similar stole WAA lett behind.
Please call Sylvia Taylor, 243·4954 nt'rer
1 :oo p.m. 3/30, a1, 4/1, 4.
JlELP WANTED
NEWS tJhOtoJl'l'apher . wanted tor · New
Mexl~o LOBO. Monthly ..Ta;,y p)Ull $2;00
per photo used. Must be able to develOp
own work.

I
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Wednesday, Marlili 30, 1966
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Change Continues
On South Campus

.......
EW

Closer to class. Closer to the fraternity house.
And a lot closer to the opposite sex. Honda
of!ers you all thes~ advantages plus economy:
pr.ce, upkeep and msurance are all irresistably
low. Why not join the crowd?
.
Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor co., Inc.
Department C·4, Box 50, Gardena, California® 1966 AHM

-.
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By BOB STOREY
Thorson appeared before· them to
Student Court formulated plans hear their objections. "These
for supervising the spring elec- rules are intirely too strict for an
tions, last night. The body de- election." said Chief Justice Bill
cided tQ follow closely the rccom- Vicary.
mendations of Senator John Thor·
"Under these provisions the stuson in his Sell11te bill 37.
dents election would be a tea
Thorson's bill would set up the party not an election," he con!'Uies to be followed in the up- tinned.
coming elections, however his bill
Thorson agreed to ammend his
would have Senate dictate the bill to a resolution which would
procedures rather than the Stu- recommend procedures. to be foldent Court.
lowed ,by the election committee.
Associate Justice Pete Rinn, lie . al~o. ·Joq~ · under advisement
voiced the opinion that Thorson's the l'ecommehq~~ions of the ~ourt
bill was unconstitutional. He .on certain sectio:Jis of the bdl.
pointod out that the now constitu-.
Justice-,Bill Fdx -disagreed with
tion, which just recently approved,·. the provision of\t)ie bill which
specifically states that the presentj'~ \~ould limit the e~p_epse o! I\ can·
court shall supervise the election .. ?tdate for ~res\i;tent, VIce-pres·
under the authority of an a~r; :,,t~en~, or N atiO~_at ~~udent As_;;opointed election committee.
\~·;.~mttou Repr~~'iltattve ~o. fi~ty
All judges concurred with '·i~q.ll:}'ZS· .J.·PT• ~1! •would hm~t the
Rinn's statements and moved to c)CP.~~e .01! }he' othet;, candl~ates
adopt a form of procedures. llinn to thn-ey•li.ve dollars. There 1s 110
had specific . complaints about way we ca~ c.ontrol, the amount
Thorson's bill. "No former gov- they spend. Fo?' satd.
ernment can bind a future govUules Umnforcablc
ermnent with its laws." said Rinn.
Others of the me!"bers of the
Thorson Appears
court expressed . d1ssent. 'rh.ey
The court decided that Bill No. agreed that the rule was umn37 did have some merits. Senator
(Continued on page 2)

the way we wait for traffic lights
before we cross the street and the
way many cities have eliminated
sidewalks altogether," he said.
Dr. Sears said that our urban
centers have reached a state of
"cultural indigestion" because of
overcrowding of already saturated

lOBO ReceivesContest Entries

------Draft Tests

¥ust Know German.
-The candidate must also have
a working knowledge of German .
since all classes will be conducted
The LOBO is daily receiving apMale students of UNM·can pick in that language and be must
plications for the National Col- up applications for the Selective agree to remain in West Gerlege Queen contest.
Service College Qualification Test many during the period of the
Karen Schoen, representing in the UNM Testeing Center. AU grant.
Candidates names will be subDelta Delta Delta sorority, has selective service registrants now
mitted
to the U.S. National Stubeen entered in the contest. She attending UNM are eligible to
dent
Association.
The National
take
the
test.
The
test
is
volunis a freshman majoring in Art
Union
of
Engineering
Students in
Education. She is a Panhellenic tary.
The purpose of the test is to West Germany will make the final
Delegate and is affiliated with provide local draft boards with selection.
Luther House.
evidence for deferment as a stuLynna Joseph Enters
dent. Tests will be held on May
Lynna Joseph has been entered 14, in the Anthropology Building,
as a queen contestant by Alpha Room 101, beginning at 8:30 a.m.,
Chi Omega sorority. She was first on May 21, in the Anthropology
runner-up in the Miss Albuquer- Building, Room 101, beginning at
que contest. She is majoring in 8:30 a.m., and on June 3, in the
Vivian de Sola Pinto, visiting
speech and government, with Administration Building, Room professor at the University ~f~
plans for law school after grad- 209, beginning at 8:30 a.m. All California at Davis, will give a
uation, Miss Joseph is a sopho- tests will last until approximately public lecture here April 4.
more and is attending UNM on 1 p.m.
Retired professor emeritus
--------from the University of Nottinga debate scholarship. She is affiliated with Spurs, the sophomore
ham, England, Pinto will discuss
women's honorary.
Student Veterans
"D. H. Lawrence and William
The 1966 National College
Blake.'' He will speak at 8 p.m.
The student Veterans Associa~
Que en Pageant will be held in
· 'Il mee t m
· Room 231-E o· f t'n th.e Union Theat.er under spon-f
Tune, and this year pageant offi~ tion Wl
"cials
s
will again award 50 free the Union, un'day, A pr1'1 3· a t sorship of the Department o
English.
7
----~(~C_o_nt_i_nu_e_d_o_n_p~a~g~e-8~)----·-~m~-~--------------------~~~-------------------

Davis Professor
To Lecture Here

U. S. Troops Hold Positions
By United Press International
SAIGON-A fresh report from
the Chu Pong battlefield said
American cavalrymen were hold·
ing on to a tiny landing area at
the base of a mountain early
Thursday (Viet Nam time.)
.
The Americans, from the first
battalion of the 12th regiment of
the First Cavalry Division, reported it was under sporadic
sniper fire during the night and
had been pinned by machinegun
fire until midnight.
The Americans are surrounded
by Notth Vietnamese regulars
who outnumber them 10 to 1. Air
Fotce fighter-bombers and aerial
artillery · from rocket helicopters
kept up an almost steady stream
of suppressive fire around the
company to shield it from the
Communists.
An artillery company hustled
into attack positions early Thursday and b1·ought 105mm guns fir-

ing high explosive shells against
the North Vietnamese.
-a-

Draft Dodgers Arrested By FBI
NEW YORK CI'l'Y-The FBI
has staged the· biggest roundup
of alieged draft dodgers in its history.
Thirty-three persons were pic~
ed up yesterday-sons and their
fathers -· on charges that the
youths dodged the draft by obtaining false Air Force ReserVe credentials. Five more arrests are
expected. Some of the men allegedly paid as much as $5,000
for the phony papers.
The New York District Attorney's office said the ringleader
obtained Air Force Reserve credentials while serving at Mitchell
Field. The papers were us~d. to
notify draft boards of indiVIduals who joined the reserves, re•
suiting in the deferment of the
men involved.

Appeal For Unity at Moscow
Congress
MOSCOW - Ho Chi Minh's
right-hand man appealed to the
Soviet Union and other Commu.
nist nations here yesterday to"'··"
give North Viet Nam help in ,its
war against the United States.
Five thousand delegates at the
world Communism meeting gave
the North Vietnamese spokesman
a standing ovation. Le Duan, who
is First Secretary of .the North
Vietnamese Communist Party,
urged Communist cohesion, . despite China's frequent rejections of
similar Soviet calls for unity.
~()--->

Johnson Explains Tax Situation
CAPITOL HILL - President
Johnson apparently felt it necessal'Y. to clarify what he said Tuesday about taxes.
The President told newsmen
yesterday he absolutely has made
(Continued on page 2)
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

"Projects Begun

IRC Gives Award
For Brotherhood

To Aid the Poor

N I s. .
. uc eor · c1ent1st
To lecture Here

The Inter~Religious Council
each yeal' makes a Brotherhood
Giant of nuclear science, Dr.
Award to the student :from UNM
whom it believes has done the Harold C. Urey, will lecture here
most to promote b1•otherhood April 13.
either on or off the campus. IRC
Dr. U1•ey, who won the Nobel
is accepting nominations from all Prize fo1• the discovery o:f deuSIPPI.
?rganizations on campus so that terium, will give a technicai lec. The Poo1· People's Corporation It can make the best choice pos- ture on "Some Problems RegardIs a non-p1•ofit organization . . . sible,
ing the Origin of the Solar Sysopen to all poor people. The main
Persons considered fo1• the tem." Lecture time is 8 p.m. in
" purpose of the Corpo1·ation is "to Award "should have demonstrated Room 122 of the Geology DeP.art·
. assist low income groups in their tht·ough their actions a true ment.
·'-· effo1-ts to receive financial assist- awm·eness that mankind is one
Dr. Urey is appearing at UNM
ance to initiate and sustain half- d.espite differences in social posi- in one of a series of Sandia Colhelp projects of a cooperative na- tion, economic condition, race. or loqui?Ills, sponsored jointly by
ture that are designed to offset religion." The nominated may be Sandm Corp. and the University,
some of the effects o:f poverty." any student from the campus.
The department of geology is Dr.
The purpose of NSA's personnel
The award, along with a cash U rey's host.
program is to aid the Corporation prize, will be made at the Honors
After the lecture the world reand the cooperatives in their ef- Assembly, April 28.
nown
scientist will be honored at
:fort to become sel:f-sufficient by
a
reception
at Dr. Kelley's home.
helping to broaden markets ':for
The 73-year old scientist, who
t~eir goods and helping to estabhas won many honors for his work
lish sound managerial procedures
in addition to the Nobel prize, is
Sales representatives will b~
currently pro:fessor-at-large o:f
starting to work as soon as they
chemistry at Revelle College Uniare ·located.
versity.
o:f California, ·san Diego.
For additional
information
col!-cerning salary ;md job reDr. Urey also is a consultant
qui~em?nts,
contact
Melinda
to
the National Aeronautics and
(Continued :from Page 1)
\Yhite m the NSA office or write forcable to a certain extent but Space Administration. He is an
dlf'~ctly . to Bob Bass, Assistant Vicary said, "These rules will adyisory member of the Space
Ctvll Rights Director, 2115 s serve as a guideline for the can- Smen~e Board, National Academy
Street, N.W., Washington, D.c.
d!dates." The court finally de- of Science, and is associate editor
Cided to approve the limitations of ICARUS.
on the campaign expenses.
Justice Rinn had objection to
A & L
the limitations placed on the canJ. J"""'• M~r.
~idates as to what campaigning
2c
(Continued :from Page 1)
DISCOUNT TO
literature they could post and disno decision on whether there will tribute. The court felt that the
STUDENTS ON REG. & ETHYL
be a tax increase to control restrictions were too strict. ThorALSO: Flats $1.00
Lube $1.00
501 YALE S.E.
growth of the economy.
247·0858
son explained that the reason
Later, Assistant Treasury Sec- for the tight controls was to preretary Stanley Surrey, in testi- vent the large accumulation o:f
mony before a House-Senate sub- waste that usually follows student
committee, said an increase in elections.
personal income taxes would be a
Court agreed with the limitabetter anti-inflation. weapon than tio_ns on the restriction on cama boost in corporation taxeH.
. ::
pmgn posters, but they :felt that
Concern about inflation was at the election committee should de~J
the heart of one other stun· out cide restrictions on handout maof Washington yestt•rday.' The terial.
House Brml:inf.r C'ommitteP apn~adline 1\Ion•d
prov•~d
a )lrhJJ0~'4t~I
o·i\;..in')'- +~,,.
•
Ill
fi11rll ~~tivn t1HJ (1-'t!l ~ .i.ut.h·t•d
I 'l'f.!Sldttnt :.~t~u:af-by autJH,t:fv ?t!
.f
the deadline for thP c•m:<lidar,•
. Th~ Nat~onal Student Association m conJunction with the Poor
People's Corporation is rec1·uiting
sales representatives to work in
New ,Yot•k, Chicago and San
Francisco, and managerial aides
t? v.:ork in cooperatives in Missis-

Court Considers
Amending Rules

Thursday, March 31,
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LISTEN TO KNMD

-

~

~o-~

TG I F Time Every Friday
means PITCHERS of BEER
with pretzels ............... 55c

hU})t!.:f). __ .. t"'IUti'U]B
on ('t~fj...:..t~BU(·~'
,,.~•'rllL C ml;~;· till, ilill, thl· :12'"':1!.:

~~! 1!o~\<·11 }Ja:;n~.•.!tiL HHU tl1t.:" }t--I~;}U

i1,f tinu_• rv,luh·~·~t to pay otr l;t~Li,
~·JHli-!(~H

c-i·J~,!,t"
'

h.~- .,,,~~"·"'t··f,.,;i
.. ,,. ........
-~_,-u~

~

. . lslarl}ic, S?ciety

rht> hhmiC SOI'I(lty will !nC!;t
April- 1 fur prayer and to heru.·
a lecture on "The Woman's Rights
in Islam." Meeting :for prayer wiil
be at '1 p.m. l''rida~·. in the Cniversity chapel, followed by the
lecture in Room 253 o:f the Union.
Announcements about the picnic
will be made at the lecture.

$.. ... _.

...

3:30 p.m. 'til 5:00 p.m.

. JOIN OUR STEIN CLUB
Ron & Roy's

OKIE JOE'S

1720 CENTRAL SE

STEREO-PAK

I
AS LOW AS

AUTO
STEREO

59.95

Enjoy true Stereo music right in your car with a
Muntz Stereo-Pak! Over 3,000 prerecorded tape
albums to choose from. One hour installation.
Phone 265-4521 for appointment.

NO MONEY DOWN!

STEREO CITY
4801 MENAUL N.E.

. -~{

~~.
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NEW YORK (LOBO Special)A new annual writing fellowship
program directed to the college
senior was announced today by"
Mr. Harry Scherman, Chairman
of the Board o:f the Book-of-theMonth Club,
Officially titled "The Book-ofthe-Month Club Fellowship Program," the project will'be administered by the College English Aslsociation under a grant from
Book-o:f-the-Month Club .
14, Fellowships Awarded
Beginning witli the academic
year 1966-67; which coincides
with the Club's 40th anniversa1·y
the program calls for 14 :fellow~
ships of $3,000 each. For the purpose of the program, the United
States and Canada have been
divided into seven geographic
sections, each section having approximately the same college population. Two fellowships will be
awarded in each area annually.
Mr. Scherman pointed out that
although there are many fellowships available for those who wish
to pursue scientific and scholarly
investigations, there are relatively
:few fellowships available to the
young creative writer,
"It is our hope,'' Mr. Scherman
said, "that this program will help
rectify this situation. We have
designed it to give the gifted
senior an opportunity to develop
his creative talents in the year
following his graduation.
No Strings Attached
"The fellowships will be given
without any strings attached to
allow the recipient the widest
possible latitude free :from immediate economic strain," he added.
The program is open to any
person who will be a senior in an
accredited college or university
in the United States or Canada
on December 1, 1966 provided,
however, he is nominated by a

Intramural badminton singles
for women were held on Tuesday,
March 29. Marilyn Krause, G.D.I.,
won first place, Judy Graves of
Pi Beta Phi was second, Mary
Barnard, Pi Beta Phi was third
and Prudy McLanahan of Santa
Ana was fourth.
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Fine Hair?
Coarse Hair?
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Vicary reminded the c!lUt·t that
·&he petitions for candidac:, must
c~mtain a minimum number of
SI~natures, 100 for president
and vice president and 75 fo;
senators.

ACOHR Meeting
There will be a meeting of the
Action Committee on Human
Rights, 7:30· p.m., tonight in
Mesa Lounge. Films on AlbU<iuerque will be shown and plans will
be discussed.
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This do·it-yourself perma·
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cutlers, rollers) because of
its e:x:clusive Pre-Perm
conditioners.
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Accept All Nominations
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dep.a1·tment of his _college. ApplicatiOns must be postmarked no
later than midnight December 1
1966.
'
'
The first year's winners will be
notified May 1, .1967 and awards
given on June 15, 1967. Application blanks may be obtained ·from
any college English Department
or by writing to: Dr. Donald
Sears,
Director,
Book-of-theMonth Club Writing Fellowship
Program, c/o College Engli::;h As.
sociation, Howard University,
Washington; D.C. 20001.

April4-5

Campus Briefs

Church .of Christ
Member to Speak

Nominations are being sought
for the $1,000 Outstanding
Teache1• Award inaugurated this
year by the Greater UNM Fund.
The award is planned as an annual event to reaffi1•m in tangible
terms the University's dedication
to good teaching, Eligible faculty
members include full time intltructors, assistant professors or
associate pt•ofesllors.
Any member of the University

Mr. Virgil R. Trout, member
of the American As-sociation for
the Advancement of Science and
a minister in the Church of
Christ, will lecture on ''Christianity and Science" in the Union
Ballroom, April 4 and 5. "Chris·
tianity, Science and :Philosophy:
Contemporary Dialogue" will be·
his topic for Monday. Tuesday's
subject will be "Christianity and
Science-Some Special Problems
of Our Time.'' The lecture, sponsored by the Christian Student
Center, will begin at 8 p.m.

ALASKA
· A~chorage: McKinley Jewelry
Fa~rbanks: Ralph W. Perdue, Jeweler

CALIFORNIA
Stockton: Arthur Glich Jewelers
Sunnyvale: Guy Bowcoch, Jeweler
Torrance: Morgan's Jewelers
T.orrance: Seymour's Jewelers
Tulare: Carter's Jewelers
Tustin: Patterson Jewelers
Twenty Nine Points: Broohs Jewelers
Upland; Scott's Jewelers
Vallejo: Harold and Paul, JeWelers
Van Nuys: Glen D. Meyer, Jeweler
Ventura: Bahn's Jewelers
Walnut Creek: Edgar's Jewelers
Walnut Creek: Rinehart's of Walnut Creeh
West Covina: Gardner Jewelers
Westchester: House. of Time Jewelers
Whittier: The Treasure Trove

ARIZONA
Flagstaff: Babbitt's Jewelers
Phoenix: Howes In Goldwater's
Phoenix: Paul Johnson Jlrs.,lnc.
Phoenix: Dennis D. Naughlon-2 Stores
Phoenix: O'Bert Jewelers
Phoenix: Olio Schmieder & Son, Jewelers
Prescott: Peterson's Jewelry
Scottsdale: Howes In Goldwater's
Tucson: Frederick Fisher Jewelers
Yuma: Crescent Center Jewelers
CALIFORNIA
Alameda: Alameda Jewelers-2 Stores
Albany: Albany Jewelers (Call Bros)
Anaheim: Don Thomas, Jeweler '
Antioch: Mayer's Jewelers Inc,
Downtown & Antioch Shopping Center
Arroyo Grande: Rutherford's Jewelry
Azusa: Noj/ma Jewelers
Bakersfield: Wickersham Jewelers
Balboa Island: Charles H. Barr Jlr.
Bellflower: Johnson Jewelers
·Berkeley: Lee-Frank Jewelers
Bishop: N. Hoyt Jewelers
Buena Park: Jewels By Joseph-Buena
Parh Plaza
Chico: Tazuk's Jewelry
Chula Vista: J. Jessop & Sons
Compton: Finley's Jewelers
Corona Del Mar: Ewert's Jewelers
Culver City: Gray's Jewelers
Delano: Leal's Jewelers
Dinuba: Enns Jewelry
Downey: Chase's Jewelry
El Cerrito: Steven's Jewelers
Encinitas: Anderson Jewelers
Escondido: J. Jessop & Sons
Eureka: 10 Window Williams Jlr•
Fresno: Baldwin's Jewelers
Fullerton: Stedman's Jewelers
C~andz.::s;

·

.
COLORADO
Boulder: Crowdfr Jewelers, Inc.
Colorado Springs: Isaac Bros. Jewelly
Denver: Bohm-AIIen Jewelry Co.
Downtown & Cherry Creeh
Durango: Taylor-Raymond Jewelers
Fort Collins: Garwood Jewelers
Fort Morgan·: Price Jewelers
Grand Junction: Page.;..Parsons-Jewelers
Greeley: Graybeal Jewelers
Littleton: Henri's Jewelry Co,
Longmont: Davis Jewelry
Pueblo: John Ballas, Jeweler
Sterling: Rominger Jewelers
HAWAII
Honolulu: Hallmark Jewelers
Honolulu: T. Miyamoto Jewelers
Honolulu: Paul's Jewelers-2 Stores
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D
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N

G

IDAHO
Boise: Sedy's Jewelers
Boise: Williams, in Franhlin Center
Moscow: Dodson's Jewelers

s

MONTANA
Billings: Montague's Jewelers
Bo~eman: Durand's Jewelry
Great Falls: C. e. Davis Co. Jewelers

eru.uJ u~eweltus

Granada Hills: House of Time Jowe/ots
Hanford: Born•rd MJ/Ior Jewolor
Hermosa Beach: Seymour's Jowo/Hs
Highland Park: Garb11 JllwellltS
Huntington Beach: Gl!Orgll H. Jack, Jewl!lff
Downtown and Shopping C11nter
Huntington Park: Parr's J•we/ers
Indio: Shepard's Jewelry
Inglewood: Finl•y's Jewelers
La Jolla: J. Jessop & Sons
Lakewood: Brand Jewelers
La Mesa: J, Jessop & Sons
Lodi: Dee's Jewelers
Long Beach: Adon Jewelers
Long Beach: Buffum's
Long Beach: C. C. Lewis Jewelry Co. Inc.
Long Beach: Rothbitl Jewelers
Long Beach: Wehrm•n's of Los Altos
Los Angeles: Coronel Jewelry Co.
Los Angeles: M. /Iatini and Sons
Los Angeles: Jay's of Westwood, Jewelers
Los Angeles: Lords Jewelers
Los Angeles: Nojima Jeweler
Menlo P11rk: George Hirzel Jeweler
Merced: lngritham Jewelers .
Modesto: Shoemake's Jewelers
Monrovia: Box Jewel•rs
Monterey: Crescent Jewelers
Newport Beach: Charles H. Barr J/r,
Newport Beach: B. D. Howes and Sons
Norwalk: Sellerbe;g Jeweler
Oakland: Loeb & Velasco
Ontario: Wight Jewelers
Palo Alto: Johnson & Co.
Palo Alto: Sine/a/res Jewelers
Palos Verdes: Finley's Jewelers
Panorama City: Panorama Jewelers
Pasadena: Arnold's Jewelry Store
Pasadena: B, D. Howes & Son-2 Stores
Pasadena: Olson and Son, Jewelers
Pomona: Bryant and Co.
Pomona: Buffum's
Redding: Dobrowshy's Jewelry
'Redlands: Smith Jewelers
Recfwood City: Kessinger Jewelry
Reedley: Kenmor Jewelers
Reseda: Talbert's Jewelers
Riverside: Luman Green, Jeweler-2 Stores
Riverside: Mardon Jewelers
Sacramento: E. A. Grebitus & Son
Downtown & Country Club Centre
San Bernardino: Luke and Vondey, Jlrs.
San Diego: J. Jessop & SonsDowntown & Mission Valley
San Francisco: Azevedo Jewelers &
Gemologists
San Francisco: Behrend Jewelers~
Slonestown
San Francisco: Sidney Mabel/ Fine
Jewelry
San F-rancisco: Niederholzer Jewelers
Sanger: Kenmor Jewelers
San Jose: Paul's Master Jewelers
Downtown & Westgate Center
San Mateo: Carlyle Jewelers
San Mateo: Steiner's Jewelry
San Rafael: Lelands Jewelry
Santa Ana: Buffum's
Santa Barbara; B. D. Howes and Son, Jlrs.
Santa Barbara :.Pandolfi Jewelers
Santa Cruz: Dell Williams, Jewelers
Santa Monica: Bassett Jewelry Co.
Santa Rosa: E. R, Sawyer Jewelers
Sherman Oaks: Joe Houston, Jewelers
Stockton: Bert Edlses, Jewelers

SOLD

·BY

.F I N E

community may make a nomination. The official forms are available in the Union Activities Center and the Alumni office.
Deadline for nominations is
Ap1•il 13, at 5 p.m. They must
be filed with the UNM Development Office, A selection committee
of students and faculty will make
the announ<:ement of the winner
befo1•e the end of the semester.

NEVADA

. Carson City: Connt!r's Jt!wt!lt~rs
Las Vegas: John R. Fish Vegas Jewelt!rs
Reno: Edises Jewelers
Reno: R. Herz & Bro., Inc.
NEW MEXICO
' Albuquerque: Butterfield Jewelers
Carlsbad: McCoy's Jewelry Store
Gallup: Henderson Jewelers
Roswell: Bulloch's Jt~welry Store
OREGON
Albany: W. If. Ten Brook Jewelers
Ashland: Henry Carr Jlrs.
Corvallis: Konlck's Jewelers
Eugene: Skeie's Jewelry Store
Forest Grove: Timmreck & McNicol Jlrs.
Gresham: Mealey's Jewelers
Hillsboro: Anderson Bros. Jewelers
Klamath Falls: Beachs Jewelers
McMinnville: Timmreck & MeN/co/Jewelers
Medford: Lawrence's, Jewelers
Medford: Wt~s Pearson Jeweler
Oregon City: BurmEister & Andresen
Jewelers
Pendleton: Henry Getirds. Jeweler
Portland: Carl Greve Jeweler
Portland: Dan MITK Jewelers
Portland:Nielsen's Jjrs,-Lioyd Center

'•·

UTAH

Ogden: Chuck Moores Jewelry
Ogden: West's Jewelers
Provo: Heindselman's Jirs.and Gifts
Salt Lake City: Daynes Jewelry Co.
Salt Lake City: Leyson Pearsall Co.

CONT.88A • FROM $1SO

WASHINGTON
Aberdeen: Wiitamahi Jewelry Store
Bellevue: Bevan Jlrs.~Be/levue Square
Bremerton: Friedlander & Sons, Jewelers
Centralia: Sa/ewsky's Jewelry
Everett: Friedlander & Sons, Jewelers
Longview: Friedlander & Sons, Jewelers
Mt. Vernon: Deming Jewelers
Olympia: Panowicz Jewelers
Pasco: Glasow's Jewelry
Pullman: Crown Jewelers
Renton: Porcello Jewelers
Seattle: Alan Turner Jewelers
Seattle: Friedlander & Sons, Jlrs.-2 Stores
Seattle: Phil's Jlry.ln Ballard
Seattle: Porter & Jensen Jlrs.-Unlversity
District
Seattle: Reibman's Jewelers in Burien
Seattle: Sanhy's Jewelry
Spokane: Dodson's Jewelers-2 Stores
Spokane: Tracy's in Dishman Square
Tacoma: Allen's Belter Jewelry
iaeoma: Austin's Lahewoorl Jewelers
tacoma: Friedlander & Sons, Jewelers
Walla Walla: Falhet!berg's Jewelers2 Stores
Yakima: Ldsler Berg's Jewel Box

'

WYOMING
Cheyenne: Burri Jewelers
Evanston: Sutton's Jewelry
Lander: Tribby Jewelry
PUE:RTO RICO
San Juan: Pascull,lnc.-,250 Cruz Street

JEWELERS

THROUGHOUT

AMERICA

PHONE AL 5·1697
•3001 MONTE VISTA BLVD., N. E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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Campus

Briefs·
Awards for scholastic excellence hase been presented to two
students by the Angel Flight
Honorary, women's auxiliary to
the· Air For~e RO'I'C Arnold Air
Society.
Honors went to William Miller,
cadet personnel officer for the
AFROTC, and Miss Bobbie Harris, a member of Angel Flight.

•
Distributive· Educa-

The state
tion Association is holding its annual convention on campus toinorrow and Friday. The program
is being held in the Union.

•

On the athietic scene, the Lobos
host the University of Colorado
track team Saturday at University Stadium. The events start at
1 ;30. Admission is a dollar for
adults and 50 cents for children.

•

The 20th Century Sculpture
Show at the University Art Mu!leum - open less than a week
already- is establishing attendance
records.
The show, co-sponsored 'liy the
University and the J!mior League
of Albuquerque, is the first major
exhibition of sculpture in the
three-year history of the Museum
and features the work of such renown artists as Rodin, Pieasso,
Matisse and Barlach.
·,
The show is ,11cheduled to l'11Jl
through l'tfay first. The Museum is
open from noon to 5 p.m. daily.
.

.

•
Nine students from UNM and
•

one instructor will attend the
Arnold Air Society's 18th Na""{ional Conclave at the Statler
Hilton in Dallas, Tex., April 3-7.
They will be accompanied by
Captain Richard T. Jones, USAF,
instructor of AeroSpace Studies
at UNM.
The climax of the conclave is
the awards banquet on April 6
when, among others, the late Dr.
Randolph Lovelace 11 will be
honored by the Air Force. Come·
dian Bob Hope will act as master
of ceremonies.

•

Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- James Jansson
Managing Editor.--------------------··------------ Barbara Warne
Business Supervisor ------------------------------ Richard French
Advertising Manager ----------------··-------------- Richard Pfaff
Morning Editor -------------------------------------- Bob Storey
Sports Editor ----------------··---------------------- Paul Couey
News Editor --------------------------------------- Tish Granger
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DEMOCRACY OR OLIGARCHY?
AS IF TO RUB salt into the wounds, it was announced
by the Voice of Students Party that there wouldn't be a
nominating convention this year to pick candidates for the
spring elections.
Instead, said Voice, there would be a nominating committee composed of representatives of Voice and the former
Students for a Better Student Government Committee that
would ehoose a slate of candidates "agreeable to all."
Apparently, not even the rank and file of either group
will get much of a say as to who gets the nominations of
the only poJitical party in existence on campus.
mE STANDARD STATEMENT was issued by Voice
that has been heard annually on campus for many, many
years. They said this committee would choose a slate of
candidates which would represent all parts of campus activity. Greek, city students, and the dormitory residents would
be represented by the slate.
Greeks, city residents, and the dormitory residents were
picked for a balanced slate last year and the year before
that. The trouble is that the city .residents and the dormitory students named as candidates somehow turn out to be
Greeks, too.
This paper is not anti-Greek, but it is not pro-Greek,
either. It is pro-UNM-student, though, and because of that
the fact the paper must point out that the Greek are overrepresented. Parties in the past have too often tried to sell
a balanced representation· on Council to the UNM student
body when in fact Council has looked like a year long I.F.C.
meeting.

fessor and chairman of mechanical
engineering at UNM was honored
by the Southwest Section of the
American Society for Engineering Education as the outstanding·
engineer:ing teacher in the section.
Presentation of the Western
· Electric Fund Award, a certificate
"-and a check :for $500, was made
at a dinner meeting of the section at the University of Texas
in Austin.
·

•

The National Science Foundation has awarded $1,300 to the
Department of Anthropology to
help support a doctoral research
project involving study in north·
ernmost Alaska.
The grant, to be administered
by Dr. John M. Campbell, ehairman of anthropology, will support
the doctoral dissertation research
being conducted by Robert Lee
Humphrey, Jr., a senior graduate
student who spent a period last
summer in the Arctie.

. . • a democracy or an oligarchy? Because, fellow students,
that's just what you're going to get.
-Jim Jansson

Free University
By JACK WEBER
(First of a Series)
Students who have constantly
lamented. that they finish their
college careers without having
had the opportunity to take the
variety of classes they desired
may find a solution to the prob·
lem in the so-called Free Uni·
versity.
.
The Committee on tlie University recently announced the establishment of the Free University program at UNM - begin
with a pilot project this &pring
and operate on a much larger
scale in the fall.
·
Several major universities

across the nation have initiated
such "universities" as the tempo·
racy answer ·to growing eoncern
tha the present curricula and
pressure to finish formal degree
requirements in four years does
not allow the student to get a
well-rounded education.
The Free University operates
as a seminar class which is limited to a maximum of 15 studenta.
The classes meet in the evenings
for a total of three hours a week.
The first UNM project will be·
gin April 18 and run for four
weeks.
These classes are designed to
allow students to participate in

:By TISH GRANGER
Once again the omnipotent.hand
of the United States Supreme
Court has made a ruling on censorship.
Under the·federal obscenity law
the court upheld, 5 to 4, the conviction of Ralph Ginsburg, publisher of "Eros" magazine. He
was sentenced to five years in
pt•ison and fined $28,000 .
Justice William J. Brennan Jr.
said that "Eros" magazine was
"created, represented and sold entirely as a claimed instrument of
sexual stimulation."
Justice William 0. Douglas
said, "We have no business acting as censors or endowing any
group with censorship yowers."
Argued at All Levels
And so this debate goes on.
Censorship is argued from the
Supreme Court level down to local
censorship boards.
Basically there are two schools
of thought on the issue of obscenity. One holds the view that
laws on morality are unenforceable and probably unconstitutional. Another says that removal
of legal restraints on moral behavior encourages immorality.
Many speakers and writers
have pointed out that American
morals have strayed for from the
Puritan ethic which stressed sexual austerity, frugality and harsh
morality.
D. H. Lawrence said, What is
pornography to one man is the
laughter of genius to another.''
Aristotle said that art imitates
nature; or, a book reflects the
morals and mores of the time in
which it is written. Oscar Wilde,
a censorship defender, said that
on the contrary, nature imitates
art; that is, an immoral book encourages immorality.
Defeats ()wn Purpose
On very discouraging fact has
become evident to the censors and
that is, censorship can often defeat its own purpose. Publishers
and film distributors have found
that nothing aids sales like the
censor's condemnation.
Originally obscenity was defined by law to mean-"Any matter that would tend to deprave and
corrupt thooe. whose minds were
open to immoral influence and into
whose hands a publication of this
sort might fall.'' This ruling came
from England in 1868, and it was
a partial censorship. Statements,
scenes and so forth could be taken
out of context and judged obscene.
In 1957 Supreme Court Justice
Brennan set forth a test for determining what is obscene "Whether to the average person, .
applying contemporary community standards, the dominant
theme, taken as a whole, appeals
to the prurient interest.''
Thic is difficult, if not impossible, to define. What really does
constitute obscenity, Does it vary
from individual to individual?
Bans for the Young
We assume that censorship is
primarily directed at youth. Let
us agree then, that generally it
is imposaible to prove that an
individual, because of any mental
deficiencies, would be influenced
by obscene movies or books. The
only criterion for enforcing censorshop is age. It is feasible that
the young could. be effectively
banned :from viewing lewd motion
pictures. This could be carried out

Letters
Letten are welcome, and ahould
be no lon~rer than 260 worda,
typewritten, double spaced. Name.
telephone number and admmuat be Included, althowrh nam•
wiD be withheld upon req-t;,
'

; if

AN INJUSTICE
Dear Editor,
I would like to call to the attention of the student body a
grave injustice which exists in the
Athletic Department's handling
of a situation involving two athletes who have in the past been
outstanding representatives of
UNM intercollegiate athletics.
The goal of any gymnast is to
be eligible for and to compete in
the NCAA championship gymnastic meet. Last weekend Blaise
Blasko and Mike Sandry, representing UNM at the regional
NCAA qualifications meet at Ft.
Collins, Colo., won the right to
compete in the national meet to
be held at Penn. State University
this weekend.
After allowi~;~g . Blal!iko and
Sandry to "compete in the regi11nal meet and providing the
necessary funds, Athletic Director Pete McDavid said that, due
to lack of funds they would not
be allowed to compete in the na~ ·
tiona! meet.
It would appear that this university should be more than happy
to have the opportunity to be re•
presented in this national com•
petition. This is Mike Sandry's
last year of eligibility for NCAA
national championship competition. In the past two years Blasko
has twice been named "Lobo of
the Week.''
Costs for the round trip would
be $199.44 per person but could
be cut in half with student rates.
The room and board would amount
to 12 meals and approximately $5
a night.
If the football or basketball
teams had qualified for national
recognition, would funds have
been provided?
Sincerely,
Don Tucker

COVERED WAGON
SEE INDIANS MAKE
1URQUOISE JEWELRY
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During Easter
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$129.95
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Near the University
3011 MONTE VISTA NE
255-1695
(at the Triangle)

WASHINGTON (CPS)-A decision by the .American University
administration not to renew the
contract of an assoc.iate professor of education was ·upheld, in
effect in a faculty committee report last week,
The Faculty Relations Committee said it could find no basis for
the complaint Dr. Adkins' contract was not renewed because
of his leadership of the university
chapter o;f the American Association of University Professors.
Acted Withill Rights
The comll)ittee said university
administrators acted within their
rights on the basis of reasons
which have not been, but should
be, fully disclosed to other faculty
members.
However, the committee did
recommend Adkins be granted a
final one-year contract of a year's
leave of absence.
" .•. The most important single
factor in Dr. Adkins' failure to
Win reappointmeJit was an adverse judgment about his ability
to work cooperatively with his
colleagues or contribute effectively to the welfare of the university," the. report aaid.
Elfeetiveness Not Issue
Since the main reason for Adkins' failure to win reappointment was not the issue of his
teaching effectiveness, the committee said it did not illvestigate
the issue at aU.
Students. who favored Adkins
claimed he was an effective
teacher, and several :faculty members also added to the evidence
of Adkins' teaching ability.
The university chapter of the
American Association of University Professors said in a letter
to the committee there was "sus-

NASA Is Supporting
University Projects
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•
picion'' Adkins' contract was not
renewed because of his "vigorous
leadership of the .A.AUP chapter.''
Understands Reasons
However, the committee found
no evidence that "Dr. Adltins
failed to receive reappointment
merely because he was president
of the local AAUP chapter.~'
The committee said while the
university administration had
"understandable and perhaps
human reasons" for not disclosing all of the reasons for its decision, a full statement should
be made to the faculty.
The school administration said
it would offer .Adkins an additional year-on his terminal contract and make a statement to
the faculty.
One member of the seven-man .
committee, Professor Nikos Photias, dissented from the major
conslusions in the report.
Adkins said he would have no
comment on the committee's report.

Tapered Slacks
reg. $7.95-$13.95
Now $6. 99"- $1 I.99
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LISTEN TO KNMD

The National Aeronautics and
Space Admillistration bas announced supplemental support for
two :research projects at UNM.
One is. an undertaking by Dr.
Victor Regener, professor and
chairman of the department of
physics and astronomy. It is titled
"Experimental Techniques for
Making Zodiacal Light Observation from an, Orbiting Solar Observatory."
The aecond project is under the
direction of Dr. Wayne Granneman, UNM's director of engineering research. It involves conversion of electricity from direct current to sternating current in
space craft. The additional federal financing amounts to $15,375.

Winston G. Ecans; Baha'i
teacher, will speak at a public
meeting of the Baha'i Student
Association eollCerning Teachings
for a World Faith. The April 1
meeting will be in Room 231·B·C
of the Union.

Because of this :freedom, the
classes can be taken solely for
the personal benefit, enjoyment,
and education of the individual,
The first project will include
classes in philosophy, contemporary arts, psychology, and other
areas that are not available to
the student under normal UNM
procedures.
UNM professors and graduate
students have volunteered. to work
in the Free University, thus guar•
anteeing that the classes wm not
simply be "bull sessions'' but will
be valuable informative meetings.
Next: 'llte classes to he of·
fered at UNM.
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T0 Leave American

Baha'i Meeting

No Grades
seminar-type classes which consider subjects or topics not ordinarily offered. in the regular curricula but are of interest and
importance to the university community.
Any Subject Considered
Any subject that an instructor wants to teach and a student
wants to learn about is considered
valid.
There is no credit allowed for
the classes and no grades assigned
to the students. The Free University is designed to be FREE of
all the pressures which 11ormally
occur in the .formal academic sit•
Uation.

Two Ul\TM students have bet;n
selected to attend the 8th A1r
Force Academy Assembly at the
Air Force Academy in Colorado
Springs, March 30 to April 2,
The students, selected by the
Dean of Student Affairs office and
the UNM Student Council, are
Thomas A. Miller and Jess C.
Sandoval.
Miller, Albuquerque, is a senior
majoring in. history. Sandoval,
Farmington, is a junior majoring
in Spanish !lnd a member of the
Phi Sigma Kappa social fraternity and the UNM Air Force
ROTC.
The topic of the assembly is
"Cultural Affairs and Foreign
Relations." JSeynote speaker will
be Sen. Thomas J. Dodd, chairman of the Senate Internal Security Committee. Sargent Shriver, director of Economic Opportunity, will deliver the major addresses.
About 112 students from 73
colleges and universities will attend the conference. The participants will prepare a final report
on the topic.

by imposing some sort of :fine on
the movie house owner who admits minors into· movies he himself bills as "adult entertainment
only/' Liquol· dealers ,are fined in
this way if they admit or sell to
minors, so why not the theater
owner?
Perhaps if censorship .boards
and the Supreme Court didn't reveal the names of the publications
under their consideration the reverse psychology of "buy because
it's cm;uJemned" would be curbed.
We're willing to bet that even
the illiterate, non-movie-going
cave man was just a tad bit immoral all by himself, with no outside influence except his own
nasty little undeveloped mind.
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Students Will Go ,Upheld by faculty
On Colorodo Trip AAUP Leader Is Asked

Published Monday, Wedn..,day, Thursday and Friday of ~he l'<!I!War University year by the
Student Public,.tions Board of tbc Ass<>Ciated Students of tile University of New Mexico.
t3ef!on<l c(~ pp§ttme Ptd4 at ,AJbuquetQue, New Me.:aieo. Printed by the University Print.
mg PJnnt. Subscription rate: $4,50 for- the school year1 payable in advance. All editorials
and_ signed column::~ express the views of the writer Q,Dd not necessarily those of the Stu.. ~
dent Publications-Board or of the University.

History of Music, a book auTHERE IS A DEFINITE NEED for second a party on
thored in 1947 by a: UNM professor and published bY Barnes and campus. Because elections are so near, it would be wise to
Noble of New York, has been keep it as an ad-hoc committee of students who are contranslated into Japa!1{1Se.
Dr. Hugh M. Miller, music pro- cerned about the present trends in UNM. student politics.
fessor now on an exchange professorship at the University of
In li~e with this need and to encourage a greater parti""llawaii, has just received a copy
of the Japanese edition brought cipation by just plain UNI\.'[ students; the LOBO will judge
out by the Tokai University Press. only character and motive as the leading qualifications for
'I'he To_kai University Press obtained publishing rights and the students it will support with endorsement.
brought out the new edition complete with a new cover, picture of
ONE UNM POLITICO slyly remarked that "the electhe author and fold-in maps of
Europe. The book was first pub- . torate gets what it bargains for.'' We are inclined to agree
lished in 1947 in the College Out- with him. It's up to the student body. What do they want
line Series.

•
Dr. Richard Charles Dove, pro-

Thursday, March 31, 196~.
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NEW MEXICO LpBO Immorality Continue~
Despite Court Rulings

.

UNM has been awarded a
$165,198 grant for a three-year
study of computerized library
processes.
The study will be directed by
Robert T. Divett, associate professor of medical bibliography
and director of the UNM Medical
Library. The automated medical
school library has caused national
interestcin library circles.
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If you've never used· an electric shover before, the Norelco 'FlipTop' Speedshover® is a great way to find out the easier side of
shaving. Its rotary blades stroke whiskers off. Never cut or nick.
They won't hurt yoll, Neither will the price, which is about the
same as a year's supply of razor blades and shave cream.
P.S. If you wanffo spend a little more, get the Norelco Speedshaver
30 (at right). 35% closer shaves. 'Floating heads,' too. And a
pop-up trimmer for sideburns. All the trimmings. From shove to
price, it's clear about any Norelco-you can't get stung!

llo/'fJ/co• 11a•

Closelledric Shave

el966 NOIIh Ao111~"""" ~v.lnc.. 100 Eos.t42nd S~oor, Now YorJt. Now Yoll< 10017
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Greek System
Examined
.
.

.

Patronize lOBO Advertisers

ST. LOUIS (CPS) - While ourselves by licking Easter Seals Isn't there something more to a
fraternity discrimination contin- during Hell Week and compiling fraternity than the Sweetheat•t's
ues to occupy most of the ltead- GPA's?
Song and a pledge pin?
"If there is, then why don't we
lines, more basic questions conMore Than Image
cerning the purpose and future of.
"We say there is more to school spend more time looking for a
the Greek system are being raised than academic .•. , But isn't there better approach and defined set of
on different campuses across the more to fraternnties than high goals rather than getting ulcers
country,
pressure selling of an 'image' to trying to save a sac1•ed cow that
A plan to change rushing pro- freshmen who often don't know quite frankly is lltarting to stink
cedures ·at .Washington Univer-· • what they want, or how to get it? up the place?"
sity here :has refocused attention ...;..;.:..:..._;__....:.,~~:.--__;-....::,_ _ __:__ __:o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
to this
The administration
has
toldPoint.
'fraternities
they will no
longer ~, : able to conduct rush
at the begfun,ing"of each semester

'::i~~s~;;~~a~~freshman'orien-

.

I·
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lnclvdes Shirt, Cummerbund, Sus·
panders, Handkerchief, Studs, Cuff.
links, Tie and Boulonniere.
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Member

American Gem
Society.

lower Wate,r Rates
Are Now Effective

..

OPPOSITE UNM CAMPUS

~~~
DIAMOND RINGS
$100 to $500

Nationally
Advertised

SPECIAL STUDENT TERMS ARRANGED
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ONE ELEVEN SHIRT SERVICE
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COAT and TROUSERS 6.50
-COMPLETE OUTFIT ONLY $10.00

Kennedy w.·tl Lead
M
FreeTuition arch in N.Y.
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MAKE THE EVENING
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DIAL 247·4347.

FIRST AND GOLD
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F'ear Extinction
NEW YORK (CPS) - As the
-CUNY Chancellor Albert
Although seemingly a minor
problem - rush is conducted at City University of New York con- Bowkers has declared that unless
many different times of the year tinues to be piagued by financial he has an additional $9 million in
on different campuses-the action problems, students . planned this next year's budget, he .may have
has contributed to "a great deal week for their annu11l Free Tui- to cut freshman enrollment next
of fear and anxiety among fra- tion March on Albany, N.Y., the fall by 4,000.
·
ternities about their future here," state capital.
In the meantime, the students
Kennedy, Lindsay Le;~d
according to one observer. Many
are marching-from the outskirts
The march, which will be led of Albany, at any rate, where they
Greeks feel this is part of a general plan to eliminate them. One by Sen. Robert F. Kennedy (D.- will be bussed from New York
administration map for the cam- N.Y.) and New York City Mayor City.
pus in 2980 apparently shows John Lindsay, seeks to persuade
classroom buildings where the legislators that CUNY needs increased state financial assistance
fraternity houses are n!Jw.
in
order to maintain the current
Washington University's chansystem
of no tuition. The students
cellor, Thomas Eliot, is seeking to
are
supported
by the CUNY adraise academic standards (a large
ministration
not
to mention the
fund drive is imminent); he alleg.
Lindsay
administration
which
edly believes the campus academic
·
claims
that
money
is
needed
to
Summer water rates will go
climate can be improved· by
expand,
to
enable
more
minority
into effect automatically for Alstrengthening the dormitory system at tbe expense of fraternities. group members to enter CUNY, buquerque residents who have apand to keep the university inde- plied in previous years, but ownGreeks Anti-InteUectual
pendent of the state system of ers of new houses or newly
An anti-intellectual character higher education.
landscaped qualifying areas must
is being charged to fraternities in
Enrollment Freeze
make
application to receive the
other places, A faculty committee
If no more aid is forthcoming, reduced rate. The irrigation rates
at Amherst College came out with CUNY officials claim they will
a report last fall which said, in either have to impose an enroll- start with bills dated in April and
end with those dated in October
part:
ment freeze of tuition charges. A each year.
"Few of tbe fraternities have proposal to establish tuition at the
Residents who have 1,000 square
any consistent, frequent institu- city university last fall ultimately
feet
or more of irrigated area
tional forms beyond the 'faculty led to the temporary resignations
qualify
for the reduced rate. Anycocktail party' for bringing to- of two of CUNY's top adminisone
who
has made application in
gether work and social life. Even trators and the permanent retirethe
past
need
not apply again befewer still have significant pro- ment of two others.
cause
the
lower
rates are given
grams of independent activities
As the situation currently automatically.
for exercising tl-.e creative, liter- stands:
Those ,who have not made apary, artistic, or intellectual abil-Mayor
Lindsay
has
announced
plication
in the past may do so by
ities of their members. At least that New York City will be unletter, or in person at the
one fraternity is seen by some able to raise the 1966-67 CUNY card,
Municipal Office Building, Room
of its members as a happy refuge budget above its current level;
203. The application need only
from the intellectual, civil, and
-Gov. Nelson Rockefeller has be a claim for the lower rates
moral expectations of the College recommended an increase of $3.5 backed
by a statement of how
and general society. Too often the million in the CUNY budget for much area is planted. The city
exercise of responsibility is con- the coming fiscal year to the leg- gives the lower irrigation rates
fined to housekeeping, perpetu- islature;
to encourage planting.
ating the institution through a _ ,
rushing, arranging for parties,
One-Day Service on Shirts
and defending the fraternity
against attack in the student
Quality Dry Cleaning
newspaper. • • ."
Alterations
Survival Hopes Dim
Dean of Men William G. Long
of the University of North Caro111 HARVARD SE
PHONE 242·.5124
lina has mixed feelings about fraternities, doesn't know whether
If your clothes are becoming to youthey will survive, and acknowlthey should be coming to us.
edges that the faculty is becoming negatively disposed towards
them.
And' in a now well-known statement, University of California sociologist John F. Scott predicted
last fall that sororities face extinction. He contended that they
are too rigidly structured to cope
with today's highly competitive
society.
Chancellor Eliot, however, was
not at all dogmatic in a meeting
with fraternity leaders at Washington. He said that the administration remained open-minded
concerning Greeks, acknowledging
at the same time that many members of the ·faculty were more
hostile.
Riva~y Unhealthy
The chancellor expressed concern over the rivalry between
Greeks and independents on the
SNAP ON THE STATUS
campus, terming it potentially
IN
THE
AUTHENTIC SNAP·TAB
unhealthy. He said that the sysIt takes more than a snap to
tem would have to harmonize its
make
it big. That's why I go for
activities more with the rest of.
a Van Heusen, the real thing in
the carripus.
.
a Snap·Tab shirt. Everything
At least "'One fraternity man
about it is authentic ••• the neat,
agreed. Writing in the student
narrow cut of the collar, the
new•paper, Dennis Brophy indilean easy fit of "V-Taper" tailoring,
cated he though the system was
the quiet ring of quality in
tabric and fin1sh. Everyone gets the
being presented with an oppormessage ••• excc,utive brass
tunity for self-analysis.
and swingy lass!
"For years individual adminis·
trators and faculty members have
$5.00
don~ little to make us feel
wanted," he wrote, "But have we
really done all we could to make
ourselvE!s a patt of the larger ·
community? Have we really encouraged each other to take ad·
vantage of all the opportunities
on campus to grow as personsor have we been busy justifying

•

just arrived
Broker Stripe Oxford-a country cool 6ant cotton valle
button-down. Its mark of distinction-stripe edges are thinly framed
with a contrasting color. Its effect-a subtle but noticeably different
expression in stlipings. In russet stripes framed in green,blue stripes framed in gold· or gold ?tripes framed in russet

·masculine

Hugger body. About $7.50 at discerning stores.

••• that's the kind of aroma she likes be·
ing close to. The aroma of Old Spice.
Crisp, tangy, persuasive. Old Spice ••.
unmistakably the after shave lotion for
the untamed male. Try it soon ••. she's
waiting.
1.25 & 2.00

... that's the way it is
with Old Spice
SHULTON

Sold at:

BRENNAN'S

/

STROMBERG'S (in all 3 stores)
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lobo Net Squad Varsity Goiters
Trounces Uof A Play Wyoming U
Friday and Saturday

Sporting a 7-2 record following
Monday's 8-0 thrashing of the
University of Albuquerque, the
Lobo tennis team will take on
Wyoming and Colorado College
thi~ Friday afternoon and Saturday morning.
All Lobo netters tasted victory
Monday. In the singles division,
Steve Foster defeated Gerardo Salinas, 6-8, 6-3; Ted Russell defeated Tom Gallagher, 6-3, 6-2;
Tony Bull defeated Dick Johnson, 6-2, 6-0; Jeff Quinn downed
Mike Pierotti, 6-0, 6-1; Bob Stehwein defeated John Cox, 6-2, 6-0
and Bill Taylor beat Don Jen~
nings, 6-1, 6-0.
C Doubles were equally successful with Bull-Taylor defeating
Gallagher-Salinas, 6-2, 6-1, and
Cox-Johnson of the Dons falling
to Beyer-Jollensten of the Lobos,
6-3, 5-7, 6-3.

Lack of Funds

Team to Remain
Says Lobo Coach

With five members of the UNM
golf team in Houston, Tex., this
week; for the All America, the rest
of the varsity will be in action
here this. weekend against the
University of Wyoming.
Dual matches are scheduled for
both Friday and Saturday over
the 7,250 yard University Course.
The Lobos take a 4-0 dual meet
record into the two matches with
the visiting Cowboys from Laramie. Dual wins have been over
Wllstern ·Illinois, Colorado State
and St. Cloud State (2).
The Lobo Team will be made up
of Larry Adams, Jerry Mindell
Mahlon Moe, Dick Placek, Jo~
Sturges an!J Isidro Ycasa, Wyoming Coach Chuck Allen will be
counting on five returning lettermen headed by senior Jim Marshall. Marshall was the Cowboys'
low scorer in the Tucker Invitational this past fall placing 12th
in the final standings.

Inter-American Forum
The Inter-American Forum of
Social Studies will meet Thursday,
March 31, at 7:80 p.m. in Mesa
Lounge of the Union. Dr. Woodhouse will speak on "Social
Change and Its Implications in
Latin America."

.

Contest Entries

EW

Buffalo Track Threat Is .·Nil

Coach Hugh Hackett's talented
UNM track team is exvected to
rewrite the UNM-Colorado dual
meet records here Saturday when,
thll Lobos entertain the U of Colorado Buffalos at University
Stadium,
Field events start at 1 p.m•. and
the track events begin at 1:30. ·

UNet Men Host
Poke Teom Here
The· UNM tennis team hl)pes to
improve on its 7-2 season record
over the weekend when the Lobos
play host to the University of
Wyoming at 2 p.m. on Friday and
Colorado College at 9 a.m. on
Saturday.
Wyoming comes to town with
six returning lettermen topped
by senior letterman, Jaime Collaco, who will be number on,e in
singles play and will probably be
teamed with Jim Baxon in the
top doubles slot. Wyoming should
be strengthened by the addition, of
the new players from Oslo, Norway, Arne Melander, Tor Brylm
and Dag Tollefsen.
Colorado College has been the
Rocky
Mountain
Conference
champion for two of the past three
years and last season gave up the
RMC croWR to Colorado State
College.
Coach Joe Ferguson's lineup for
the two days should J!ave Steve
Foster (7-2) in the number one
singles followed by Ted RUSSell
(6-8), Tony Bull ('1-1} and Jeff
Quinn (8-1).

A story in Wednesday's LOBO
said that two Lobo gymnasts
would be unable to attend the National Intercollegiate Gymnastics
competition at Penn State because of lack of funds.
Coach George B. Gilmore said
that this was,....b'etween the Athletic Department and himself.
"I do not want my team members to reflect a poor image on
Marguerite Monk will become
the Athletic Department," said
assistant director of the UniverGilmore.
·
sity College and Counseling Cen(Continued from Page 1)
H'e said he would have liked to
tRr 11"'""' ~ff!!ctive July 1.
take the team to the competition. trips to New York City. One colWilliam Huber, director of the
lege girl from every state will be . College and its related counseling
flown to Manhattan to compete and testing operations, also anfor
high honors.
Chaaka Applications
nounced that .Tames C. Moore, 30,
The
next national winner will has been named Director of TestC1:laaka, junior men's honorary,
is now accepting applications for fly to Europe, win a car and more ing, effective the same date, to
next year. The applications may than $5,000 in prizes.
fill the vacancy caused by Miss
Tested 1m Intelligence
Monk's promotion.
be picked up at Miss Elder's desk
The contestants in the final
Miss Monk is an honor gradin Room 157, Administration
Bldg., and must be returned by analysis in New York City will uate of Immaculate Heart College
April 5. The minimum overall be tested on their intelligence at Los Angeles with a master's
their general knowledge, leader~ degree in guidance and counseling
grade point required is 2.75.
ship qualities and their person- from UNM. She previously
alities.
worked as a teacher in California,
AU entries must be in the LOBO as personnel technician of the City
office by April 15. The girls will of Albuquerque, as counselor at
come to LOBO office Sunday, Rio Grande High School, guidApril 17, and each contestant will ance consultant of Albuquerque
be asked a question by a member Public Schools, and before joining
of the staff. Each queen hopeful the University staff, as guidance
is asked also, to bring a picture specialist at the State Department
of herself to the office. UNM's of Education.
winner will then be announced in
She became Director of Testing
the Monday LOBO (April 18).
at the University last summer.

LOBO Receives

Th!lrsday, March 31, 1966

Testing Assistant
For UIs Appointed

One of the biggest battles of sensation slipped when he left the
the afternoon could develop in the blocks hilt sill managed to turn
long and triple jump where New in a wind-aided :09.3 clocking.
Mexico's Clarence Rob~nso11 goes
Pole vaulter, Bob Neutzling,
against Colorado's Lynn Baker. will also be seeking to improve .
Robinson, the NCAA champion, , . his vaulting marks1 Wst weekend
won both events in the· Westel'l) ' in the , triangular · With Texas
Athletic Conference while B;~ker · Western; and Wyoming:, he soared ·
was first in the long jump in the to 15-6.
.i
·
~ig Eigh,t Co~ference .;~nd second
The following are the UNM enID the tr1pl~ JU!DP· ThEJ ~~al rec- tries for the UNM-Colorado dual
p~ds the paJr WI!l be sbo~tmg for meet with the best 1966 outdoor
will ~e 51-1% ~ the tr1ple and times and distances when avail+
25-6m the long J_ump. Both marks 'able:
are held by Robmson: ·
Shot Put-Darrell Rich, 55-7% ; Burt
Among the records expected Marks, 54·1; Bill MacKay, .48·7%.
Javelin-Eric Christianson, 2363¥.,; Joe
to fall here Saturday are the 100 Powdrell,
182-2%; Vic Moore, 158-3'f.,,
yard dash, :09.7; 440 yard relay,
Long Jump-clarence Robinson, 25-6¥.,:
Robinson, 24-10%, Bill Fornyth.
:41.6; pole vault, 1€i-lA.; javelin; Ir10Uole
Vault-Bob Neutzlii'JI', 16-6 ; Jon
227-9%; and both the mile, 4:201, Caffey, 14-0; Dean Lehman, 14-6: Joe
PowdreU,
14-4;.
and two mile, 9:48. The Lobos
Higlt Jump-Jet!' Brannon, 6·8: Vic
have bettered each of the records Moore, 6-4.
Discus-Burt aBrks, 168-!; Darrell Ricl1,
this season while the Buffalos can 151-6:
Mike Jeffrey, 161·1.
also top several marks.
Triple Jump-Clarence Robinson, 49·% ;
46-11'.4: Art Baxter 49-2'!1.,
. If the wind doesn't come up, Ira440Robinson,
Yard Relay-Bernie Rivera, Steve
New Mexico's sprinters will prob- Caminiti, Jim Singer, Rene )fatison, :40.7..
One Mile Run-Pat Cox, John Baker,
ably have another field day. A 4.2 4:07.4;
Web Loudat, 4:10.9.
mph wind came up during the 100
40 Yard Run-Clark Mitehell, Ed Lloyd,
.100 _Yard Dash-steve Caminiti, :9,5;
last week to rob Rene Matison of J1m_
Sanger, Ken Head, :9.'1.
his high mark. The sophomore
High Hurdles-Fred K'IIight, :14.6; Har··
old Bailey, :14.3: Clarence Robinson, :15,1.
880 Yard Run-Mike Thornton, 1:53.6 ;
Joe Davis, 1:56.0; Adrian DeWindt. 1:55.7.
C ampus Brt"efs
220 Yard Dash-Steve Caminiti, Jim
Dr. Joseph Blankenship,. chair- Singer, :21.4: Ken Head; :21.3.
440 Int. Hurdles-Art Baxter, :52.2: Ed
man of the department of music, Lloyd, :53.1; Fred KnighJ:. Harold Bailey.
Two Mile Run-Gmrsjo ~ Scott. 9 :01.1 ;
has been elected vice president of Ron Eller, 9 :03.6.
Pi Kappa Laml)da. It is the na- H= ~u. Ak~
Clark Mitehell,
.
Outdoor record 1o date: 3-0.
tlonal music honorary society and
New Mexico 108 Arizona 37.
has nearly 10,000 members m
.
NewDeach
Mexico49er
9SJh, San Diego State 49%,
Long
Track Club 33,
64 chapters,
New Mexico 187%, WYoming 26%,
Texas Westen. 12.

J'Vol.

Ap~j~h 16

·
By CHUCK NOL~ND
.
LOBO Staff Wr1ter
· ~ Student Senate passed six bills,
defeated one, and approved three
of 32 Associated Student ~dget
. items for next year in a special
, ~meeting Thursday afternoon in the
~~o· Union.
In legislative action, the senate
passed Bill 37, a resolution which
suggests to Student Court policies
for the upcoming Associated Students elections. This bill was proposed by Senator John Thorson
of Wesley l!'oundation in an effort

3009 Central N.E.

Deansgate..

,
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Dean of Students

TERRACE AT CENTRAL SE

Upholds Election

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

4 line .ad., 85e-4 times, $2.00... Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication 1o Room 159, Student Publica-

tions Building, Phone 277-!002 or 277-4102.
FOR SALE
REAL shal']l Motorcycle, tn6S llueati Fal·
con 80ec. Buddy seat, leather saddle bags
1!00 miles. New cost $325. Sacrifice fof
$195, Phone 256·2198 or 296-2778. 3/31
4/1.
.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
rates 1o UNM students on all machin""
Fr~e pickup & delivery, E & E Type:
writer Service. 2217 Coal SE phone
243·0588.
.
PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
and restyling~ Sewing and mending. Mn.
Ho\'~r, 207 Stanford SE (clO!!e to Univennty), phon!! 242-7533.
PERSONALS
FLYING students cheek our new lower
rates. Ask about the $5.00· introductory
offer. Many additional foatures at no
extra •?st. Call Southwestern Skyivays.
FIRST ANNIVERSARY SALE
GRESHAM'S HOUSE OF HALLMARK
3501 Lomas NE. HALLMARK Chrietma;
Gr<!<!ting Cards, Religion~ & Box Cards,
Gift Wrap & n1Imerous oth~r items. Fri·
day April ht & Sat. April 2nd only.
3/30, 31, 4/1.
LOST-a brown wallet on M<1reh 16 or
17. It has very important pa~ers and
I.D.'d for Bill Wlfey; ·~5 reward. Roturn to
offi~e at Onate. Hall. 3/25, .2&, 30, 31.
MINK-dyed muskrat stol,;c.•lo!!t at Enid• ·
neer's Ball. May hav<! been picked 1111 by···
mistake as. aimjlu·. sb>le wa1! lett bellin~.
Please call Sylvia Taylor, 243•4954_:. after . .
1 :00 p.m. 3/30, 31, 4/1, 4,
HELP WANTED
~~~--~~~~~~~-----NEWS photographer wanted for New
Mexico LOBO. Monthly salary plus $2.00
Pill:' photo used, Must be able 1o develop
own work.

.'
r

Right
on
Target
Any traditionalist recognizes the rightness of
Deansgate. Not only in its inimitable shoulder but
in every facet of its lines, fabrics, colors and 1patterns. Available in sport jackets and suits at the
better shops.
FAMOUS-STI;RNBERG, INC.

rs

Student Court's decision to
throw out an appeal of the constitutional referendum has been
upheld by Harold Lavendar, dean
of students. The decision was
made public in a letter to Mrs.
Freedle, attorney for the elections
committee.
Lavendar said no direct evidence of fraud could be found,
and therefore he could not recommend another election. He
questioned that a new election
now would lead to a better expression of the students concerning the constitution.
Recommends New Code
Along' with the Student Affairs
Committee, Lavendar recommended that student senate pass
a better election code that would
render another election foul-up
impossible.
Lavendar said it was unfortunate that the counting of ballots was conducted in such a way
as to cause questioning of the
propriety of the election,
The ap}:leal to Lavendar was
made by the elections committee
,on the student constitutional referendum .
))eeided After March 29 •
Lavendar based his decision on
the recommendations of the Student Affairs Committee after
their meeting' of March 29.
In his letter, Lavendar expressed his appreciation to Mrs.
Freedle, attorney for the elections cllmmittee, and to student
court for their concern and con-.
duct of the affairs of student
government.

Correction
Spring recess begins April

5, Tue.sday, at 10 p.m. and ends

April 13, Wednesday, at '7:30

a,m.

to eliminate many of the disputes
which have arisen in the past concerning election procedures.
Board Established
Bill 48, a constitutional amendment establishing an Intramurals
Board, was passed. The allocation
for intramurals in next year's
budget is contingent upon the establishment of this board.
Bill 46• allocating $800 from the
Reserve Fund to help finance the
debate and College Bowl teams'
trip to the. Western ColJI'giate
Association competition at Brigham YoUng University, was
passed.
Bill 45 was approved an emergency legislation. This bill allocated '295.79 to the NSA Tutorial program for the establishment of a summer tutorial program.

Yell Leaders May Change
Bill 49 which wi11 place the
question ~f whether the Associated Students wish to keep the
Yell Leaders as an all-male squad
or change to three boys and three
girls, was also passed. Students
will be asked to note an opinion
(not vote) on this matter on the
ballot at the spring elections.
Bill 47, which defines the duties
of and establishes a contract for
the Associated Students secreta
d
ry, was approve as emergency
legislation.
·
Bill 43, which defines the NSA
Committee, was passed. This bill
1

c arifies and superaedes old legia-

lation concerning the Committee.
One BiJJ Defeated
In final action on bills, Bill 41
was defeated. This bill would have
provided procedures for organiza(Continued on page 2),

climb back inti> the ship. I real·
ized that they were frightened,
so I ran toward the ship, This
only antagonized them, and they
quickly disappeared into the ship.
The panel slid closed. I heard
the same whirring sound that was
emitted from the cl•aft as it was
hovering before it landed. ThP.n,
it slowly rose into the ail""hnd
zoomed off to the west.''
Yorbell said that he was elated
that he managed to get some pictures of the amazing sight he had
just witnessed.
He said that he jumped on his
scooter and drove to a downtown
Albuquerque paper where he was
told that they believed his story,
but it was against their policy to
print the truth, so he came to the
LOBO and released he e;x:clusive
story and photo to us.
"That's about all I have to
say," he concluded, "except I'd
like to wish all UNM students a
happy April Fool's Day.''

·Army Reservists
Will Not Be Called

THE THREE BEARS live
again as the University Thea•
ter presents its production of
"The Three Bears." Shown in
the picture are Mama "Sue
Stone~:" Bear, Papa "Milburn
Me\mhop" Bear, Baby "Aliel.a
8-oreetnam" Bear, and Mary Ann
''Goldilocks" Stafford. Perform•
ances begin Saturday, April 2,
at 10.30, 1 :00 and 3 p.m. and
on Sunday, April 8, at 1 and 8
p.m.

College Bowl Is Initiated

By United Press International
WASHINGTON-Defense Secretary McNamara strongly implied yesterday that the defense
buildup for the Vietnamesc war
has passed its high point. He said
that it is becoming increasingly
'clear that the United States can
the buildup. McNamara said that
the buildup. McNamar said that
current plans for South VietNam
indicate U.S. military commitments can be met with the expansion of the armed forces
rather than by activating the
Reserves.
..-ll
Tho defense chiefs conceded
that. four divisions baaed in the
United State& are not. combat.
read)• becauee they are being
used as training units. He said

that there was no question but
that the build-up method usedexpanding the active military
forces-had temporarily weakened
the divisions. He stated, however,
that the procedure had been vindicated, adding that the United
States is not ever-extended militarily.
Wilson Wins In Landslide
LONDON - Britain's voters
have given the predicted landslide victory to the Labor gov•
ernment of Prime Minister Harold
Wilson. With nearly half the results in last night, it ap}.l!Ured
that Labor will have a majority
of about 120 seats in the 630
seat Parliament.
Early Friday morning in Lon(Continued on page 4)

Dress Is Casual

King of Hearts
Dance Is April 2

UNM'S COLLEGE bowl team, from left: Coach
Bob Hn1le, team members Scott Chamberlin,
Bob Adler, Bob Myers, Joe Sutton, Steve KomaWho created Dick Tracy? Who
invented the rubber dental plate?
Who wrote The Barber pf Seville? If you answered Chester
Gould, Goodyear and Ro~sini, in
that order, you should have tried
out for the college bowl team the
department of speech is sponsoring.
Questions like those wil1 fly
around all day this Saturday at
Provo, Utah, as Brigham Young
Uni\tersity hosts the first Westbate teams from the Speech De-

dina, and Camille Evans. The team left this
morning for a tournament at BYU. (Photo by
Noland.)

ern Collegiate Association college partment, is coached by Bob Halle,
bowl and debate tournament.
speech instructor, and Tim BrownUNM's six-member college ing, graduate assistant in speech.
bowl team, chosen in ·elimination
rounds from several applicants,
'Brigadoon' Tryouts
will go into a round robin tournaTryouts for the joint drama and
ment at Provo against teams from
Utah, Utah State, Brigham music department production of
Young, Wyoming, and Arizona Lerner and Loewe's "Brigadoon"
State. The event is modeled after . will be held Monday, April .4 from
the General Electric "College 4 to 5:30 p.m. and 7 to 11 p.m. in
Bowl" television program, but is Room 17 o£ the Fine Arts Build·
ing. A very large cast of about
in no way connected with it.
The team, which left for Provo 30 or 40 people is needed. Prothis morning along with two de· duction dates will be May 20-24.

The King of Hearts Dance,
sponsored by Associated Women
Students will be held Saturday
night, April 2, at 8:30. Dress is
casual and tickets will be available at the dllor for $1.25 per
couple, artd 75 cents single. Vet.ing
for the King of Hearts will be at
the dance by ticket.
The names of the men nominated are as follows:
-David Sinclair, Delta Sigma
Phi.
-Dave Phillips, Phi Sigma
Kappa.
-Lanny Rominger, Coronado
Dorm.
-Bob Hammand, Alvarado
Dorm.
-Louie Sciarra, Mesa Vista.
-Jim Nohl, Phi Deltaa Theta.
-Jack Whidder, Lambda Chi
Alpha.
-Steve Bacchus, Sigma Chi.
-Mike Terry, Sigma Phi Epsilon.
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Senate Passes Six Budget Bills;
~One Killed And Three Approved

la. PLANTE GALLERY

only at •••

.No. 89

Yesterday afternoon, freshman camera with me, so I took; it and
K;ent Yorbell was driving his walked within a hundred feet or
scoot~r out on the VVest nlesa in
so ;~s nothing w;~s happening. As
hopes of getting some photos of I was ge·~ting ready to take a
Albuquerque for the 1966 Mirage picture of the huge saucer, I heard
when, as he put it, "the sky was . a buzzing and a small panel slid
·"just filled with this deafening OP~ln· I began • taking pictures
sound."
Iil~e crazy.
·
He said his scooter overturned
The 13aucer was about 50 feet in
and he was thrown to the ground diameter, n1etallic and shiny. Just
on his back. When he look;ed up, then,\. some creatures emerged
he saw a huge saucer-like craft from the panel and clambered to
hovering about 500 feet away.
the top of the saucer. They looked
human and I couldn't believe my
No Urge To Run
"It just hung there," he said, eyes. Was I really seeing this ? "
"then, clowly came down. It
Inched Toward Craft
landed on a spot exactly underHe said that he continued takneath where it was hovering. As ing pictures while slowly inchit landed, the noise died down, and ing toward the craft. The crea
I got to my feet."
tures walked around, and seemed
Yorbell said that he didnt' know to be lugging equipment which
what to .c:Jo, but since he bad been they were operating, according to
reading all of the news about Yorbell.
saucer sightings, he didn't have
"As I came within 76 feet or
any urge to run,: :0~.Jf' to stay so, they saw me.
there and see wh~t ~~ \ld, happen.
"They immediately began to
"I remembered 1till [ I had a collect their gear, and hastily

Exhibition of Wood Engravings

Winslow Homer
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